Cultivating environments

Intermix conference is a flexible, multi-purpose offering that delivers opportunities for group engaging, idea-generating moments. Take cues from everyday life to create an environment that provides social connectivity, removes boundaries, and speaks to the ways we interact.

Intermix conference table with white back painted glass and Hugh bases.
Huddle up

With teams scattered throughout buildings, cities and across the globe, we all need a place to get together to align our activities and set direction for what to do next. Intermix Collaborative islands of productivity and collaboration as colleagues gather to connect and communicate.
Be inspired

Using life as our inspiration, create spaces that accommodate the fluid movement of information and allow people to be comfortable and productive. Intermix storage offers the workspaces that make ideas collide more often.

A  Intermix storage
B  Intermix collaborative markerboard
C  Intermix storage lockers
D  Intermix storage
A broad family of solutions

Full product information
View or download the online price list for complete specification information and statement of Ivy.

Thought starters